
Some Special Guests at DBC of the Early 80’s

Bagg, Agatha: A rather loud , denim-clad lady from south of the border.  I Senior ‘82.

Bimbo, Boy: Alter-ego of meek, mild-mannered Tom Dreyer and assistant to the heroic Captain 
Dorion, whom he aids in their never-ending struggle against the Mad Mosquito and 
the forces of Eeeeevil.  First appeared 2 Senior ‘81.

Blavotski, Helene: The ultimate in classy-brassiness. Fond of intimidating stagehands, 
especially Monty Parks.  Insists on proper pronunciation of Blavotski with a B, as 
in Blah!" First appearance in ‘78(?)

Bluit, Zelda and Emelda: Zelda is the lovely and popular assistant to Dicky Marvellous in the 
DBC game shows.  Her education is rumoured to have been in Medieval Plumbing 
and Basket Weaving at Berkely.  As a result, her vocabulary consists of "Good 
Answer!" Zelda's taste in clothes is unparalleled, except perhaps by her sister, 
Emelda, who filled in for her at Diabetic ‘84, when Zelda was sick.  Zelda was 
with us most of summer ’84 and is the only Variety Night host to have a camp 
building named after her.

Bolo the Olympic Clown: Bolo, who bears a strong resemblance to Heikki Miettinen (q.v.), 
made his appearance at I Inter. ‘84, but has not since reappeared due to his frequent 
stomach problems.

Brenner, Juice: Muscular and witty M.C. at Diabetic ‘84.

Dorion, Bob: This elusive and controversial folk/rock/blues/Gospel singer has often angered his 
fans with his erratic behaviour.  The most violent response comes when he begins 
to sing.  He has appeared solo and with his band, the Rolling Blunder Review, 
since about Summer ‘81.  His given name is Robert Pepperman.

Dorion, Captain: The playing of the video version of Captain Dorion’s first appearance (2 
Senior ‘81) has been banned in several provinces due to a stuck sweatshirt zipper.  
C.D. cleaned up his act, adding paraphernalia to his costume, so much so that the 
lengthiest part of his act became the costume change.

Elastic, Johnny: Popular at Teens and Thanksgiving Camp, but banned from Public Variety 
Nights, due to his swivelling hips and rocky music.  It has been suggested that 
Johnny perform behind a counter, accompanying himself on the washtub bass.  
Always accompanied by Sister Stretch and the Rubber Band.

Ganishi, Mishi Professor: Professor of Something at the University of Broinyitz in Kubelblatz.  
As he is unable to speak English, he is accompanied by his interpreter Babbi 
Ushka. M.C. sometime in ‘80(?)

Hildegard, Hilda: Very at home in Dorion, due to lack of shoes. Though very strong, this 
Scandinavian lass is very shy and easily embarrassed.  Has a naughty cousin Ole 
(“Ole smokes!”). One of the Summer 184 M.C.'s (and Thanksgiving Camp ‘84).



Joey and Dickie: Famed for their harmonious rendition of “Front Seat, Back Seat”, this pair of 
dummies even made it to the big time (Variety Night I in ‘83.) Their first 
appearance was in Summer '82, but Dickie has spent long periods in Joe’s suitcase 
since then, waiting for popular demand to peak.

MacPherson, “Fierce”: From the Hielands of Scotland.  World reknowned comic and poet and 
beginner bagpipe player. Makes frequent trips to Canada to visit his friend, Bruno 
Desilet (q.v.) in Mobert.  First appearance Summer ‘82 (?).

Marvellous, Dickie: Not to be confused with Toronto D.J. of the same name. The modest and 
unassuming, charismatic host of the DBC game shows of Summer ‘84.  Not quite 
in accord with the staff policy regarding extremes in hairstyles.

Miettinen, Heikki: Finnish Boosh Pilot.  Living proof that all children should brush their teeth.  
M.C. at      I Inter. ‘84 and guest at Thanksgiving Camp ‘84.

Monk: Guest at Monk suppers. Member of a yet-to-be-identified monastery nearby.  Through 
the years the Monk has been Brother Lamont, Brother Richard, Brother Jody, 
Brother Al and others.

Mosquito, Mad: Arch enemy of Captain Dorion (q.v.) and Boy Bimbo (q.v.). Unaffected by 
Kung Fu and Pic coils, but easily damaged by “gila-sized” flyswatters. 

O'Harelip, Scarface: Star of “Went with the Breeze”.  Has been described as a Southern Belle, 
but then, in England, so is Big Ben. M.C. at II Inter. ‘84.

Philippe, Francois: Confused agent of Scarface O'Harelip (q.v.).

Simpton, Fred: Naive summer missionary to unidentified foreign country.  Easily identified by 
his stereotyped missionary garb and pubescent voice.  First appearance in Missions 
Chapels in ’82.

Svensen, Oli (alias Sven Olisen): This M.C. (Junior ‘83) is best remembered for his failure to 
remain properly attired.  Will not return to Camp out of fear of Shawn Friesen's 
wrath, incurred during an incident involving a stuffed parrot.

Yaffel, Professor: Has a B.O. in Proper Speaking.  Teaches at Puddlebee on the Marsh in 
England.  M.C. at Hi-Teens ‘84.

Desilet, Bruno: Due to Freudian Repression, this Mobert native was almost overlooked.  What 
can be said about Bruno that he hasn't already said about himself?


